Network Terms of Use
Fassung (version): 2015–01–16/EN

1 Permit
The owner – Teckids e.V., Rochusstr. 2, 53123 Bonn – hereby issues a revokable permit, free of
charge, to the user to use network infrastructure of the society, including access to the internet,
within a designated or implicit setting. Unless agreed otherwise, this permit is not exclusive and not
transferable.
The owner is permitted at all times to stop operation of the infrastructure completely, partially or
for some amount of time, to permit additional users, and to limit, restrict or exclude user access
completely, partially or for some amount of time. The owner particularily reserves the right to block
access to specific sites or services, such as those promoting violence, or pornographic ones, at its
own judgement and at all times.

2 Access and account data
If access and account data, such as usernames, passwords, network access tokens, etc. are handed
out, they are only intended for use by the intended user and must not be handed over to others in any
situation. The user commits to keeping all credentials secret. The owner is permitted to change any
access tokens at its own leisure.

3 Advice, Danger
With respect to providing access to the internet, the owner merely provides precisely that: access.
The content transmitted is not checked by owner, especially not whether they contain malware. Use
of the internet access is at user’s own risk. The owner explicitly notes that malware, such as viruses,
trojan horses, worms, etc. can be transmitted to the access device while using the internet.
With respect to providing access to Teckids infrastructure, such as the internal network, the Lunatics
learning environment, etc., owner points out that the data and programs provided are not checked for
correctness or completeness. Misuse and software errors can cause damage or losses, including on
existing mass storage, especially when using the Lunatics learning environment.
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4 Responsibility and Indemnification
The user is responsible themselves for any data transmitted over the network access, any services
utilised, and any acts of legal significance done over it. They are required to adhere to the law when
using the network access. Especially, they will:
• not damage any infrastructure of the owner or others;
• not access or distribute immoral, illegal, harassing, defaming, or threatening content;
• not copy, distribute or make public any work protected by copyright and neighbouring laws
without being permitted by a valid licence;
• not use the access to send bulk messages (Spam) or other kind of improper advertising material;
• honour prevailing youth protection laws.
The user indemnifies the owner, as well as those members of Teckids e.V. who provide the access
personally, from any and all damages, losses and claims by others caused by illegal use of the access
by user and / or of the account of user and / or a breach of the Terms of Use; this includes covering
any cost and effort required to defend against such claims.
If the user recognises, or must recognise, such a violation of law or breach of contract happening
or impending, they must notify the owner or possibly in its stead a member of Teckids e.V. providing
access or overseeing the activity.

5 Privacy and Data Protection
During utilisation, user especially has to protect any privacy and data protection related interests of
the society, its members, and other persons. This explicitly includes both protection of data related
to personal information (privacy), and also explicitly keeping systems and infrastructure secure (IT
security). In particular, access devices may only be connected with the correct network port assigned
to them, such as PXE network vs. guest network.

6 Effectivity
These Network Terms of Use generally come into effect by an agreement of use, which imports them
by reference to the version of this document (“Fassung”). People who are not members of Teckids
e.V. should be asked to sign such agreement while providing personal identification information in
order to get an access permit. We have separate documents for the organising society members and
those non-members who are co-using the network access.
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